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Disclaimer

•

The information in this presentation does not contain all the information which a prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in Cleanaway
Waste Management Limited (“CWY”) and should be read in conjunction with the CWY’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements which are available at
www.cleanaway.com.au.

•

Forward looking statements – This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements, including with respect to the financial condition, results of operations and
businesses of CWY and certain plans and objectives of the management of CWY. Forward-looking statements can generally be identified by the use of words including but
not limited to ‘project’, ‘foresee’, ‘plan’, ‘guidance’, ‘expect’, ‘aim’, ‘intend’, ‘anticipate’, ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘may’, ‘should’, ‘will’ or similar expressions. All such
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, significant uncertainties, assumptions, contingencies and other factors, many of which are outside the
control of CWY, which may cause the actual results or performance of CWY to be materially different from any future results or performance expressed or implied by
such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements apply only as of the date of this presentation.

•

Factors that could cause actual results or performance to differ materially include without limitation the following: risks and uncertainties associated with the Australian
and global economic environment and capital market conditions, the ongoing impacts of the COVD-19 pandemic, cyclical nature of various industries, the level of activity
in Australian construction, manufacturing, mining, agricultural and automotive industries, commodity price fluctuations, fluctuation in foreign currency exchange and
interest rates, competition, CWY’s relationships with, and the financial condition of, its suppliers and customers, legislative changes, regulatory changes or other changes
in the laws which affect CWY’s business, including environmental and taxation laws, and operational risks. The foregoing list of important factors and risks is not
exhaustive.

•

To the fullest extent permitted by law, no representation or warranty (express or implied) is given or made by any person (including CWY) in relation to the accuracy or
completeness of all or any part of this presentation, or any constituent or associated presentation, information or material (collectively, the Information) or the accuracy
or completeness or likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of any forward looking statements or the assumptions on which any forward looking statements are
based. CWY does not accept responsibility or liability arising in any way for errors in, omissions from, or information contained in this presentation.

•

The Information may include information derived from public or third party sources that has not been independently verified.

•

CWY disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release any updates or revisions to the Information to reflect any new information or change in expectations or
assumptions, except as required by applicable law.

•

Investment decisions – Nothing contained in the Information constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice. The Information does not take into account the
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any investor, potential investor or any other person. You should take independent professional advice
before making any investment decision.

•

All amounts are in Australian dollars unless otherwise stated. A number of figures in the tables and charts in the presentation pages have been rounded to one decimal
place. Percentages (%) have been calculated on actual whole figures.

•

This presentation has not been subject to review or audit.
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Snapshot of Cleanaway
Australia’s leading total waste
management, industrial, environmental
and health services company.
Vertically integrated from collection, to
resource and energy recovery, to waste
treatment and landfill.
ASX100 listed with a $4.9 billion market
capitalisation.

6,000+

Employees

125 +

Vehicles

134mkWh

Prized infrastructure
assets

Renewable energy
generated

100+

140,000+

Municipal Councils

4

5,300+

Commercial & Industrial
customers

250+

Sites Australia wide

ASX100
Listed
company

~10,000

Medical waste
customers

Revenue streams linked to GDP with defensive characteristics
Solid Waste Services
Typical contract duration
• Municipal: 7 - 10 years
• Commercial & Industrial: 3+ years
• Municipal: Resource Recovery & Post Collections
contracts may be separate

FY20 Segment Net
Revenue
59%
14%

23%

100,000+ 95+ Municipal 3,250+ Mobile 150+ Sites
~3,400 60+ Licenced
Commercial &
Councils
Assets
Australia wide Employees
prized
Industrial
infrastructure
customers
assets

Industrial & Waste Services
Typical contract duration
• Infrastructure: 0.5 - 2 years
• Resources: 3 - 5 years

2,000+
Customers

5

40+ Municipal 1,150+ Mobile
~950
Councils
Assets
Employees

 Cleanaway’s revenue base is
largely underpinned by long-term
contracts across all sectors with a
geographically diverse customer
base of municipal councils,
hospitals, infrastructure,
resources, commercial and
industrial customers
4%

Commodities
Includes basket of OCC,
(cardboard), mixed paper,
plastics, glass and metal

Liquid Waste & Health Services
Typical contract duration
• Liquids & Hydrocarbons : 1 - 3 years
• Health Services related: 3 - 5 years

5+ Licenced
prized
infrastructure
assets

40,000+
Customers

~10,000
900+
90+ Sites
~1,200 60+ Licenced
Medical Waste Specialised Australia wide Employees
prized
Customers Mobile Assets
infrastructure
assets

Cleanaway’s Value Creation Story
•
•

Our Value Creation Story is based on our strategic pillars of People, Earth, Markets, Assets and Financials.
With a focus on strategic pillars our inputs are transformed through our business activities, applying Our Cleanaway Way, to create
outcomes for our stakeholders.
Foundation of our Value Creation Story is our mission statement : “making sustainable future possible for all”.
Outcomes are aligned to UN Sustainable Goals and enables a future world with a circular economy.

•
•

Strategic Pillars

Creating Long-term Sustainable Value

Our people comprise purpose driven teams,
technical experts and a large workforce that
share a strong operating culture

We provide secure and meaningful employment for our people. We
develop our people’s skills and strive to provide a safe working
environment

We utilise natural resources including
energy, materials and water in our daily
operations

Our recycled commodities reduce demand for primary raw materials
and the associated impacts. We strive to minimise the environmental
impacts of waste management, including greenhouse gas emissions,
toxic and hazardous waste, water and air pollution. We reduce the
waste going to landfill by recovering resources from waste streams.
The low carbon electricity we generate displaces carbon intensive
alternatives

We collaborate with joint venture partners
and regulators to serve millions of
customers across all market sectors

We help our customers and partners achieve their sustainability goals.
We contribute to policy evolution. As a sector leader, we are
advancing waste management in Australia

We have an integrated network of prized
licenced infrastructure, a large fleet of
specialised mobile assets and strong
stakeholder relationships

Our Footprint 2025 strategy, to invest in an integrated value chain
with prized infrastructure assets, creates a strategic moat for our
business and ensures we keep pace with growing sustainability
demand and expectations. We contribute to a cleaner and safer
environment, while seeking to minimise the impacts of our operations
on local communities. We enable better regulatory outcomes through
education

We are disciplined in our capital allocation
and reinvest profits wisely
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Our Business Model

We deliver strong and predictable financial performances. We
contribute to the Australian economy through dividends and interest
to our capital providers, salaries to employees and taxes to
governments

People & Culture : Key Metrics
Turnover (%) and Headcount

Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate1

Employee Engagement Survey2
Engagement rate
Employees (participation rate)

6,50 0

CAGR -16.1%

8,0 00

20. 00%

6,015

5,939

7,0 00

19. 00%

6,00 0

10.8

4,244

4,171

5,50 0

4,453

17. 00%

59%

65%

5,00 0

55%

FY16

17.0%

3,0 00

6.2

5.7

4.5

18.1%

18.1%

13. 00%

14.6%

2,0 00

1,0 00

13.1%

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

12. 00%

3,50 0

11. 00%

FY17

FY18

FY19

4,171
(88%)

4,224
(78%)

4,00 0

10. 00%

FY16

4,453
(92%)

4,50 0

14. 00%

35%

30%

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY20

Employee tenure (years)

Females in Management

8.1

17.3%
FY20
Females Overall

5.8

5.6

6.7

FY16

5.7

FY17

2

ExCom

Note 1: Comparative periods have been adjusted to exclude divested businesses and includes contractors from FY16. Note 2: CEO direct reports
Note 2: Engagement Survey Based on consistent AON Hewitt ( Kincentric) methodology

5.4
3.7

3.1

2.5

1.7

5.7%
FY19

11.8

11.5

19.1%

19.0%
22.0%
5.0%

18.0%
4.6%

5.2%

19.0%

18.0%

19.0%

19.0%
20.0%

Females in Operation

FY18

45%

40%

10.4

FY17

50%

3,00 0

FY20

Female participation

4.4%

64%

59%

15. 00%

0

7

75%

60%
16. 00%

4,0 00

7.6

FY16

80%

70%

62%

18. 00%

6,0 00

5,0 00

6,015
(86%)

FY18
Overall

FY19
SBU leaders

4.6

5.5

FY20

Delivering Footprint 2025 – Acquisitions and Greenfield to continue

Collections

Resource recovery
Perth MRF*
2 x WA transfer stations
SE Melbourne transfer station
QLD Transfer station
VIC organics resource recovery
QLD Paper recycling facility
NSW CDS sorting line
Western Sydney transfer
station and resource recovery
 ResourceCo PEF facility









Statewide Collections
 1 x Transfer station
 Regional Victoria Collections

NSW C&D Acquisition
 Grasshopper

Plastic pelletising

Energy from Waste
 Doubled electricity generation
at Melbourne facility

Western Sydney Energy from
Waste facility
Potential Brisbane and
Melbourne Energy from
Waste facilities

Treatment and Disposal
 Planning permit for
Melbourne Landfill until 2046
 Height rise extension approval
for Adelaide landfill
 VIC organic waste treatment
facility

VIC Regional Landfill
Height extension in QLD &
New Landfill

NSW/Vic Glass beneficiation

Extension of Erskine Park
Landfill

Western Sydney MRF

NSW Medical Autoclave

 ToxFree (May 2018) - Significant acquisition of prized assets across the value chain
SKM (Nov 2019)

 3 x Material recycling facilities
 2 x Transfer stations

 Personal Sharp containers and insourcing manufacturing
of Sharp Smart containers rom China to Sydney

8

* Under construction

Greenfield delivered

Greenfield WIP

Acquisition and Integration WIP or completed
Acquisition and Greenfield to align with strategy

Acquisition of SKM assets (Nov 2019)…
SKM Adelaide sites

SKM Coolaroo MRF

• No operations at sites

Key prized asset

• Wingfield and Lonsdale

• Plant and equipment
relatively new (~1 yr.) but in
need of R&M

• Sites to be sold and on
market now

SKM Laverton MRF, PRF
Key prized asset
• Processing technology fair (ageing) & in need of
R&M spend
• New plastics recovery facility with plastic
sorting capability to support network
• Potential site for future glass beneficiation and
paper baling facility
• Capacity ~ 100KT a year

SKM Geelong MRF
Strategic West Location
• Will run the site as a transfer station for
processing at Coolaroo, but will keep the MRF
ready for excess capacity
• Capacity ~ 35KT a year

• Potential to add Pute
Transfer station in Northern
Melbourne
• Capacity ~ 120KT a year

SKM Hallam TS
Strategic SE location
• Operates as transfer station;
potential to upgrade to MRF
• Will add paper baling facility
• Capacity : 55KT

SKM Hobart MRF
Key Prized asset
• Very good council
relationships
• Will operate as full MRF
• Capacity ~ 20KT

…significantly extended our resource recovery footprint across Victoria and Tasmania
9
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Integration and contract renegotiation completed in FY20 as promised ..
FY21 +

SKM assets to Victorian Commingled Resource Recovery (VCRR)

Aug-19
Receivers
appointed

Nov-19
CWY
acquired
assets1

Mar-20
Assets
integrated
into CWY

May-20
Assets remarketed
as VCRR

Jun-20
Wasteman2 July-20
Integration
rollout
completed
across
VCRR

$6-8m EBITDA in FY21

Transition
of assets
into CWY

Negotiating and
signing municipal
contracts

Fine tuning operations to
deliver desired quality
output

Equipment repairs and upgrades where required

•
•
•
•

Secure additional volume
and increase plant
throughput

Incremental investment to support value chain extension

Plant currently operating at desired throughput of ~200kt p.a.
Initial focus is on getting high quality output at current throughput rates
Potential to increase volumes and ramp up throughput rates to ~250kt p.a. through increased shifts over time
Opportunities for value chain extension through reprocessing recovered commodities including plastics and glass

… with plant and process optimisation continuing
11

Note 1: including 4 sites in Victoria, 1 in South Australia and 1 in Tasmania.
Note 2: a post collections software package the records vehicle transactions and used for invoicing and reporting

VCRR Background: Acquired key prized assets in strategic locations
Laverton MRF, PRF

Coolaroo MRF

Key prized asset

Key prized asset

• Processing technology improved

• Relatively new plant and
equipment

• New plastics recovery facility with plastic
sorting capability to support network

• Potential to add pute transfer
station in Northern
Melbourne

• Potential site for future glass beneficiation
and paper baling facility
• Capacity ~ 100KT a year

• Capacity ~ 120KT a year

Geelong MRF
Strategic West Location
• Operates as a transfer station for
processing at Laverton
• MRF available for excess capacity
• Capacity ~ 35KT a year

Hallam TS
Strategic SE location

• Operates as transfer station; potential
to upgrade to MRF
• Paper baling facility being added
• Capacity ~ 55KT a year
12

Major site remediation and equipment overhaul was completed

Completed Workstreams
• Cleared stockpiles
• Implemented R&M regime
• Relocated management within plant
• Installed glass quality improvement equipment
• Overhauled metals extraction and baling
• Upgraded fire and safety systems

13

Improvements to processing technology has delivered high purity commodities….

… that can be sold in relevant markets or be further beneficiated
14

Managing contamination, including contamination fees, is key in…
•
•
•
•
•

Contamination is any materials that are not accepted by VCRR (as advised to customers).
Incoming loads are sampled for contamination including testing for hazardous waste that may
contaminate the entire load.
We review council contamination periodically with councils paying for contamination > 10%.
Initial sort stations remove major contamination and dangerous items.
Contamination can pose OH&S risk and have EPA implications while also wasting resources by
reducing recovery rates.
Risks, hazards & issues
• Ignition/fire risk
• Personal injury
(cuts/pricks)
• Equipment damage
• Litter management
• Destroys recoverable
fibre

… reducing HS&E risks and maintaining expected financial performance
15

Further Victorian commingled waste opportunities exist…

Addressable market
• Total market for kerbside commingled
waste in Victoria is estimated to be
~670k tonnes p.a.
• VCRR is currently processing ~30% of
this, including ~50% of Victoria’s total
kerbside plastics
• Addition of commingled waste recovery
network completes the post collection
footprint in Victoria
Customers
• Majority of volume processed is
municipal
• C&I opportunities exist

… that Cleanaway will capture to meet future throughput targets
16

Plastic Sorting Facilities (PRFs) are a key part of the value chain…

… with Laverton PRF processing ~40kt of mixed plastics into individual polymers
ready for recycling
17

~ 2 million tonnes of recyclable polymers consumed annually
Australian Plastics Consumption by
Polymer

Polymers most suitable for mechanical
recycling

Total 3.4 million tonnes

Unknown
15%

1

1

PET

PET
363 kt

363 kt
11%

Other
11%

2

654 kt
19%

Nylon
3%
PS
4%
PVC
12%

352 kt
502 Kt 10%
15%

HDPE

1.9mt
54%

2
HDPE
4
LDPE

4
LDPE

5
PP

18

Source: Envisage Works - 2018–19 Australian Plastics Recycling Survey (March 2020), prepared for the Department of Agriculture,
Water and the Environment

Value Creation through Glass Beneficiation

Resource recovery

Value Chain Extension

Creating value through the shift from a cost to dispose to capturing commodity revenue
Municipal Solid
Waste

Container
Deposit
Schemes

Comingled
container glass

Source separated
crushed glass

• Currently processing ~50 55k tonnes of glass p.a. in
Victoria

Crushing

Materials
Recycling Facility

Screening

• Available space at Coolaroo
or Laverton MRF site in
Victoria

Beneficiation Process

Colour sorting

Commodity
revenue ( +$)

High
19

Cost to
dispose (- $)

Cullet

Fines

Food & beverage
containers

Aggregate and
fill insulation

Value add

• Availability of feedstock
through Melbourne MRFs
and potential Victorian CDS
and/or 4th glass bin

• Feasibility study well
progressed
• Glass beneficiation of NSW
CDS feedstock is also a value
creation opportunity for
Cleanaway

Low

We have delivered a complete customer solids solution in Victoria…
1,000+

Employees

900+

Vehicles

45+
Sites

25+

Prized infrastructure assets

End to end customer solution for Victorian solids

Collections
 Metro and regional – Municipal,
C&I and C&D
 Metro and regional transfer
stations and depots

Value chain extensions
will create further value

Resource recovery







C&D resource recovery
C&I baling/sorting facilities
Material recovery facilities
Plastic recovery facility
Transfer stations
Organics resource recovery

Plastic pelletising

Energy from Waste
 Landfill gas electricity
generation

Treatment and Disposal
 Melbourne Regional Landfill
 Victorian regional landfill
 Victorian organic waste
treatment facility

Potential Melbourne Energy
from Waste facility

Glass beneficiation

… that is a blueprint for other states and creates new value extension opportunities
20
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Data & Analytics is a key enabler of ‘Go to Market’ value creation…
Our framework brings together related element to deliver a better customer experience and
margin improvement
Outcomes
…
Elements
Process automation

Data and analytics

E.g. Straight-through
invoicing, digital run
sheet, proactive
customer reach-out

E.g. churn propensity
analytics, route
optimisation, margin
optimisation

Customer experience
Customer satisfaction / NPS
First contact resolution (FCR) rate
SIFOT and Improved self-serve rate

Employee experience
Digital workflows

Digitisation
New ways of working
E.g. Enterprise-wide
standard processes,
centralised pricing
control, control rooms

Automation of low value add tasks

Digital interactions
(customer, employee)
E.g. self-serve portal,
driver-in-cab routing,
AI/Chatbot

Digitally-enabled tech stack (e.g. External APIs, Internal APIs to

Safety improvements

Business benefits
Churn reduction
Lift-to-invoice cycle time reduction
Margin expansion (lower cost-to-serve
/ cost-to-grow )

legacy, Scalable cloud infrastructure, real-time data integration, Cyber
resilience)

… within our PeMAF framework
22

Digitisation and Automation improves customer & employee experience

23

Customers

Employees (drivers)

Self service bookings

Single view of customer to support FTSP issue resolution

Dynamic remedy of service issues

Digitised, informative and accurate run sheets

Instant, accurate and clear invoices

Dynamic route optimisation

First Time, Single point issue resolution

Elimination of mundane admin tasks

Customer experience transformation
NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Customer
journey

I look for a
provider, and I
want a quote

I set up my
service

I schedule &
receive service

I pay my bill

I encounter a
problem

I provide
feedback

• Lack of digital
Current
touch points
State
• Ad-hoc pricing
(examples)

• Receive paper
activation form
• Inconsistent
and incomplete
documentation

• Rigid
scheduling
where changes
are not easy
• No tracking

• Errors in
invoicing

• Extended
dispute
resolution
time

• No digital
feedback
mechanism

Future
State

• Online
customer onboarding forms
• First service
confirmation
text

• Online portal/
app for lowcomplexity
bookings (incl.
change, track)
• SMS updates

• Instantaneous
invoicing with
full visibility to
the customer

• Rapid dispute
resolution
• Live status
tracking of
each invoice
and dispute

• Digitised
customer pulse
• Digitisation and
standardisation
of complaint
process

quotes

24

• Online order
process (ecommerce)
• Informed tactics
based on
‘Willingness to
pay’

Employee experience transformation (driver example)
NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Employee
journey

I get my run
sheet

Current
• Difficult to make
State
live edits on paper
(examples) run-sheets

I drive per plan

• Runs are
incorrectly
sequenced (order
run)
• Suboptimal
reaction to
unplanned events

Future
State

25

• Digitisation of run
sheets

• Dynamic route
optimisation

I lift waste

• Inaccurate or
outdated
instructions on
run-sheets (“how
to service”)

I notify the
status

• Lost of misplaced
paperwork leads
to revenue leakage
• Significant time
spent on
paperwork

• Run-sheets are live & • Embedded
updated as and when
notification
instructions change
function of each
pick-up

I notify of any
maintenance
issues

• Manual (paperbased) notification
to maintenance
workshop

• Maintenance
worksheet are
generated directly
by truck console

Digital interactions – live examples in Municipal segment…
Customer self-service
portal

Muni tracking
(B2B API)

Dispute tracking and
live chat

Driver: Digitised
scheduling

Schedule a pickup

Councils see real-time status
update of pickups

Digital logging of customer
complaints

Digitised scheduling and runsheets

Update shipment instructions
Real-time invoice update

Cleanaview
coverage

Bin events with photo evidence

1.45M

addresses serviced
across Australia

42

# of councils deployed to,
with 7 more in next 6 months

Real-time updates to
instructions and routes
•

No incumbent council contracts lost where Cleanaview
offered

•

New contracts won Casey, Cardinia, Wyndham (VIC),
Council Solutions (SA), Logan City (QLD), Randwick (NSW)

Source: Cleanaview portal

… where customers and employees are realising benefits
26

Data & Analytics represents a margin expansion opportunity ……

Value Drivers

Collections
1

2

3

Enablers

6

Price Optimisation
Sales Effectiveness &
Churn Management

4

5

Plant Optimisation

Advanced Analytics

Process Standardisation

Reporting & Insights (BI)

Data Infrastructure &
Team

Not started

Price optimisation will drive
smarter pricing decisions through
targeted pricing opportunities

2.

Sales effectiveness and churn
management provides revenue and
margin expansion opportunities
through understanding the
customer lifecycle

3.

Route optimisation will improve
density across our network

4.

Footprint network optimizes
locations of our key prized
infrastructure

5.

Plant optimisation drives efficiency
across our post collection facilities

6.

Enablers develop and embed the
tools and assets to drive margin
expansion in our collections and
post collections business.

Footprint Network

Route Optimisation

Work underway

27

Post Collections

1.

… through the delivery of 6 key workstreams

Collects, structures
and analyses data

3

6

Sales Effectiveness &
Churn Management

Post Collections
4
5

Business
Analysts

Solutions
architects

Product Owners,
business leaders,
end users and SMEs

Advanced Analytics

Process Standardisation
Data Infrastructure &
Team

The link between
advanced analytics
and business needs /
requirements

Product Manager –
Responsible for data and
analytics insights
delivery and end user
interface

… through our Data & Analytics team
28

Plant Optimisation

Reporting & Insights (BI)

Head of Data
& Analytics
Traditional IT
specialists

Footprint Network

Route Optimisation

Develops best in class
statistical models and
algorithms

Data Scientists

Data
Engineers

2

Price Optimisation

Ena
bler
s

We have now developed the necessary in-house capability…

Value Drivers

Collections
1

Value Drivers

Collections

Price optimisation through profitability transparency…

3

5

Footprint Network
Plant Optimisation

Route Optimisation

Advanced Analytics

Process Standardisation

Reporting & Insights (BI)

Data Infrastructure &
Team

Ena
bler
s

6

Sales Effectiveness &
Churn Management

Post Collections
4

Median

Drive smarter pricing
decisions through targeted
pricing opportunities
Price up-rating and
adjustments

•

Propensity to churn

•

Dynamic sell pricing

•

Willingness to pay analysis

Gross Profit %

Price Optimisation

•

2

Price Optimisation

Gross profit % vs direct variable costs to serve %
Illustrative example

1

•

1

A

C

B

D

Median
Strategies for intervention

A

Intervene with care

B

Pricing attention
needed
Driven by operational
cost
Poorest performers,
action required

C
D

Direct variable costs to serve (%)
Bin level profitability analytics

to assess true cost to serve a customer and identify measures
to improve profitability

… at bin level will bring focus on pricing and cost
29

2
3

6

Price Optimisation
Sales Effectiveness &
Churn Management

Post Collections
4
5

Footprint Network
Plant Optimisation

Route Optimisation

Advanced Analytics

Process Standardisation

Reporting & Insights (BI)

Data Infrastructure &
Team

Ena
bler
s

Improving sales effectiveness and churn management...

Value Drivers

Collections
1

2

Customer
Value
Activation

Deactivation

Customer
lifetime

Acquisition
Build lead
generation
engine

30

Cross/Up sell
Build
propensity to
buy model with
targeted cross
selling

Pricing and
Do-nottouch
Tailored
pricing

Proactive
retention

Build microsegment
models

Save Desk

Analytics
driven inbound
call redirection

Win Back

Rapid outreach
to departed
customers

…through understanding the customer lifecycle

Value Drivers

Collections
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Illustration of optimisation results for select routes

Before
Dynamic route
optimisation considering
factors such as, estimated
collection time, waste
volume, fleet demand,
travel distance, traffic
network and condition

Source: Moneyball project 2020
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After
Reduction
in
collection
drive time
through
optimising
sequence
and
grouping
across
multiple
routes
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Price Optimisation
Sales Effectiveness &
Churn Management

Post Collections
4
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Footprint Network
Plant Optimisation

Route Optimisation

Advanced Analytics

Process Standardisation

Reporting & Insights (BI)

Data Infrastructure &
Team
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Route optimisation reduces drive time significantly…
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A staged plan will be implemented over the next ~ 3 years…
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Selective use-case deployment

Digitised customer experience

Digitisation at scale

Current program of work

Includes:
•
Digitised customer onboarding
and complaint management
•
Predictive Churn
•
Route infill and lead generation
•
Dynamic sell price
•
Automated dispatch
•
Digitised and automated
invoicing



Scale Cleanaview



Price Optimisation



Dynamic route optimisation



Tracking of maintenance for
fixed assets



Digitisation of customer
records,



Digitisation of price and quote
process,



scheduling and run-sheets,
invoicing

Includes:
•
Customer self-service portal
•
Online ordering
•
Central control center
•
Predictive maintenance
•
Worksheet automation

… and we are confident the project will deliver margin improvement
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Questions

Confidential | 33
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